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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this note is to show how zonal polynomials may be defined 
and their properties exhibited using only basic properties of the normal and 
Wishart distributions. It is hoped the approach taken herein will prove to be 
of significant pedagogic value. In the last section an expeditious technique is 
developed for computing the zonal polynomials. 
2. DEFINITION OF THE ZONAL POLYNOMIALS 
Let (LX) = (01~) ova ,..., a,) be a sequence and L+(U) be the space of all homoge- 
neous polynomials of degree f  and symmetric in the elements of (a). 
A partition off into positive, integral parts will be written p = (pr , p, ,...) 
with the convention that pr > pa > ... . The set of all such partitions will be 
denoted by P(f ). The multiplicity of the positive integer j in p will be denoted 
by mj: 1 < j < f. We define a lexicon on S(f) by listing p E P(f) ahead of 
q E P(f) (and writing p > q) if, for some t, pj = qj , 1 < j < t - 1 and 
Pt > 4t * 
Given the sets MP, q): P, q E S(f 1); {d,: P E S(f >> and HP, P): P E p(f >I, 
we will denote by [c(p, q)] the matrix; by [&,I the column vector and by 
MP,P)l h d g t e ia onal matrix formed from the sets in which the order of the 
elements corresponds to the lexicon on Y(f) in the obvious way. 
The augmented monomial symmetric function in n variables corresponding 
to the partition p E 9(f) is defined by David and Kendall [I] as 
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where p is the number of parts in the partition and where the summation is 
over the distinct permutations, (ir , ia ,... , iJ, of p different integers from the 
first rz natural numbers. Define, for a sequence (a) of length n, 
and 
in which 
z+(a) = C ... C ayilcii2 ... ai,, 1 < j <f. 
l<il<ie<.~.<ij<n 
Then (S.(O~): p E P(f)} is a basis in r+(a) when 3 E {A’, F, @}. Some account 
of the relationships between these bases (and tables for f Q 12) is to be found 
in [2]. In particular we note that A,( a: is a linear combination of only those ) 
@*(a) for which q < p. 
Consider now 
wherein U(n x n) is a matrix of independent standard normal variables. Clearly 
4*$4, (8>> belongs to 44 f  or all (fl) and to u&I) for all (a) so that we can write 
-a;*w, (I-% = 1 c 4 P, 4) ,ip’&) ~&v (2.2) 
P Q 
Since -a;*{(a), (/I)} = NY*{@), (a)} the matrix [c(p, q)] is symmetric. I f  (2) is (a) 
augmented by ii - n zeros and similarly for (p) then Yf*((a), (/?)I = Yf*((~), (/I)}. 
Since A’,(E) = AZ)(~); A&!?) = .M&3) for all p, q E P(f) we see that the 
elements of [c(p, q)] cannot depend on II. This will again be clear from Section 4. 
It is also shown in Section 4 that [c(p, q)] is positive definite. This being the 
case we can write, uniquely, 
[CC P, 411 = MP7 w4t3 m&79 91’ (2.3) 
in which [k(p, t)] is a lower triangular matrix with unit diagonal elements and 
[u(t, t)] is a diagonal, positive definite matrix. With 
we have 
[~&)I = P(% 91 r~twl, (2.4) 
(2.5) 
in which VP(a) is a linear combination of those k’,(a) with t < p, the coefficient 
of A’,(N) being unity. Clearly {g9(a): p E Y(f )} is a basis in t+(a). 
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At this point, we will extend the notation. Write u,(A) for the space of all 
polynomials symmetric and homogeneous in the latent roots of the arbitrary 
(n X n) matrix, A. &,(A), YD(A), V,(A), and %‘,(A) are then defined in terms 
of the latent roots of A. {O,(A): p E P(f)> is a basis in q(A) when 
CL- E {.k, 9-, v, c!?}. 
The functions {g&4): p E P(f)} are completely defined by (2.3) and (2.4). 
That they are proportional to the zonal polynomials discussed by James [4-63 
and Constantine [3] will become clear in the next section. 
3. DERIVATION OF THE PROPERTIES OF ST?@) 
With A(” x n), B(n x n) arbitrary symmetric matrices and U(n x n) a 
matrix of independent standard normal variables, define 
9f(~, B) = &‘P,{tr AUBU’)f. (3-l) 
Since, for othogonal P and Q, U and PUQ’ have identical distributions we see 
that 
44% B) = C 4 P, P) g,(A) g,(B). 
P 
(3.2) 
With UlJ’ = W = RR’; U = RH in which R is lower triangular with positive 
diagonal elements, Hand R are known to be independently distributed, H being 
uniformly distributed over the group of 71 x n orthogonal matrices (see, for 
example, [9, Corollary 31). We can write 
Y,(A, B) = S&,,{tr R’ARHBH’)‘. (3.3) 
Now, for orthogonal P and Q, PHQ’ and H have identical distributions whence 
it is seen that gH{tr R’ARHBH’}f belongs to v,(R’AR) for all B and to v,(B) 
for all R’AR. Thus we can write, for some symmetric [g& q)], 
(3.4) 
Now we latent roots of R’AR and ARR’ = A W coincide. For orthogonal P, 
the distributions of W and PWP’ coincide (both being as w%(I, n) where 
w%(V, V) denotes an n x n Wishart variable with degrees of freedom Y and 
dispersion V). Thus b,V,(R’AR) = b,%,(AW) belongs to v,(A) so that we 
can write, for some [d,(p, t)], 
(3.5) 
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Substitution from (3.5) into (3.4) an comparison with (3.2) then yields d 
MP, w4(~~ 41 = b(P, PII- (3.6) 
Following the elementary methods of the first few lines of [3, Sect. 3] it is 
seen that [d,(t, q)] is a nonsingular, lower triangular matrix. Recall that 
[g& t)] is symmetric and that [a@,~)] is a nonsingular and diagonal; then 
use (3.6) to demonstrate that, therefore, [g,(( , )] and [d,( , )] are in fact 
diagonal. Thus we have shown 
Result 1. eYH{tr AHBH’}f = C, g,(p, p) %,(A) g’,(B) when H has a uniform 
distribution on the group of rz x n orthogonal matrices. 
Let A(n x n) be an arbitrary symmetric matrix and A0 be obtained from A 
by appending v - n > 0 rows and columns of zeros. Let W’J - wv(Iv , v) 
and W* be the leading n x n matrix from W’J so that W* - Y&(I, , v). Note 
that the latent roots of AOWO and of AW* coincide. From (3.5) and the diago- 
nab of [4( , )I, 
c?~o+?~(A~ W”) = &,%,(A W*) = d,(p, p) V,(A). (3.7) 
As an easy generalization, we have 
Result 2. If E N ?Q V, V) then &E?Z,(AE) = d,(p, p) V,(AV). This follows 
after writing E = L W*L’ wherein L is any matrix for which LL’ = V. Then 
W* .- #$(I% , V) as in (3.7). Then use the fact that the latent roots of AL W*L 
and of L’AL W* coincide as do those of L’AL and of ALL’ = AV. 
Following Constantine [3, Sect. 31, again using only basic properties of the 
Wishart distribution, we can show 
4 P, P) = Zf’” fi rl Pj + Sk t 1 - j)>/q& + 1 -i)>- (3.8) 
j=l 
In a demonstration of: 
Result 3. If H has a uniform distribution on the group of (n x n) orthogonal 
matrices and A(n x n), B(n x n) are symmetric then 
we first prove the following: 
LEMMA. d,(p, p)/d,(q, q) is not identically one in Y unless p = q. 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that p > q and that s = 
min(j: pi > qi}. The ratio d,(p, p)/d,(q, q) can be written as the ratio of two 
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polynomials in V. The polynomial in the numerator has the algebraic factor 
p, + $(v - 1 - s) which cannot be an algebraic factor of the denominator 
since pj + +(v + 1 - j) is strictly decreasing in j. Regardless of the value of p, 
we can find v* such that p, + $(v* - 1 - s) is prime. In this case 
4*(P, PWv*(% 4) z 1. 
To prove Result 3, observe that, for some symmetric [O&J, q)] we can write 
Suppose C N %$(V, v). From Result 2 and (3.9) 
&,~Ff~,(CHBff’) = c c ~,(s, t) 4(s, s) %8(q V,(B). (3.10) 
8 t 
However, taking expectations in the reverse order, 
(3.11) 
so that, comparing (3.10) and (3.1 l), we must have e,&, t)(d,(p, p) - dv(s, s)} = 0. 
Since v is arbitrary, by the lemma, we can find Y so that d,(p, p) # &(s, s). 
Thus we must have e,(s, t) = 0 whenever s # p. Since [e,(s, t)] is symmetric, 
0,(s, t) = 0 unless (s, t) = (p, p). That B,(p, p) VP&) = 1 emerges upon 
taking the special case B = 1, and completes the proof. 
Following James [5, Sect. 41, it is clear that we may write 
gU{tr AUBU’}f = 1 a*( p, p) V,*(A) g,*(B) 
P 
(3.12) 
in which V,*(A) is the zonal polynomial corresponding to the partitionp E S(f). 
It is known that Q,*(A) is a linear function of {d*(A): q < p, q E i?(f)}. 
However, by the construction of [K(p, q)] in (2.3), V,(A) is also a linear function 
of {J&~(A): q < p, q E g(f)}. By the uniqueness of the solution to (2.3) it 
follows that FD(A) is proportional to %,*(A). 
4. COMPUTATION OF V,(A) 
In this section, we show that the matrix [c(p, q)] of Section 2 is, indeed, 
positive definite and, at the same time, discover a method for computing the 
zonal polynomials in terms of the augmented monomial symmetric functions 
alternative to that proposed by James [I. 
For sufficiently small 0, define 
+ = dTLI exp 8 tr AUBU’ = fi fi (1 - 28oI$j)-1/2. (4.1) 
11 
683171343 
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Now 
in+ = 4 C (tr A’)(tr Br)((20)r/r), 
7=1 
(4.2) 
which can be seen from [2, p. 31, u p on comparing their G(t) with our 4. Upon 
exponentiating both sides of (4.2) we see 
(4.3) 
where 
(4.4) 
The reader may wish to consult [IO] f  or additional verification noting, in 
particular, pages 210 f f .  
We now have 
(4.5) 
which, since h(p, p) > 0 for all p E S(j), proves the claim that [c(p, q)] is 
positive definite. 
Equation (4.5) suggests a straightforward way to arrive at [c(p, q)] and, 
thereby, [VP(A)] and [a(p,p)]. For example, when f  = 4, [A(p,p)] = 
diag(48, 32, 12, 12, 1). David et aE. [2] give [&(A)] in terms of [A,(A)] for 
f< 12. Using their figures for f = 4 we find 
105 60 27 18 1 
60 96 36 48 4 
k(P, 911 = 27 36 33 30 3. 
18 48 30 48 6 
14 3 61 
We now find that we can write 
k(P, dl = PO(P, w% m~O(cz~ Gl (4.6) 
with [a”(t, t)] = (105)-l diag(l,20, 14, 56, 14) and 
105 0 0 0 0 
60 18 0 0 0 
PO(P, t>l = 27 6 12 0 0. 
18 11 8 5 0 
1 1 I 1 1 
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Hence, for example, %(,,)(A) is proportional to 18&&A) + 6&&A) + 
1 l~wd4 + ~d4. 
The author computed the zonal polynomials for 2 < f < 7 (in an afternoon 
on a desk calculator). In view of the tables of Parkhunt and James [8] we do 
not tabulate them here. The dimension of the matrices involved increases 
rather rapidly with f. Nevertheless, the method would seem to be at least as 
expeditious as that proposed by James [7]. For 2 <f < 7, the author found 
that the bottom row of [k(p, q)] had nonzero elements so that he could decompose 
[c(p, q)] according to (4.6), wherein the’ bottom row of [KO(p, q)] had unit 
elements. All elements in [KO(p, q)] and in I . 3 . 5 **. (2f - l)[aO(p, p)] were 
then found to be integers and the sum of the elements of [a”(~, p)] is then unity. 
The author has not succeeded in showing that this feature persists for allf. 
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